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Your responsibility

The recommendations in this guideline represent the view of NICE, arrived at after careful consideration of the evidence available. When exercising their judgement, professionals are expected to take this guideline fully into account, alongside the individual needs, preferences and values of their patients or service users. The application of the recommendations in this guideline are not mandatory and the guideline does not override the responsibility of healthcare professionals to make decisions appropriate to the circumstances of the individual patient, in consultation with the patient and/or their carer or guardian.

Local commissioners and/or providers have a responsibility to enable the guideline to be applied when individual health professionals and their patients or service users wish to use it. They should do so in the context of local and national priorities for funding and developing services, and in light of their duties to have due regard to the need to eliminate unlawful discrimination, to advance equality of opportunity and to reduce health inequalities. Nothing in this guideline should be interpreted in a way that would be inconsistent with compliance with those duties.
Introduction

Diabetes is 1 of the most common chronic diseases in the UK and its prevalence is increasing. In 2013, there were almost 2.9 million people in the UK diagnosed with diabetes. By 2025, it is estimated that more than 5 million people in the UK will have diabetes. In England, the number of people diagnosed with diabetes has increased by approximately 53% between 2006 and 2013, from 1.9 million to 2.9 million. The life expectancy of people with diabetes is shortened by up to 15 years, and 75% die of macrovascular complications.

The risk of foot problems in people with diabetes is increased, largely because of either diabetic neuropathy (nerve damage or degeneration) or peripheral arterial disease (poor blood supply due to diseased large- and medium-sized blood vessels in the legs), or both. Peripheral arterial disease affects 1 in 3 people with diabetes over the age of 50, and can also increase the risk of heart attack and stroke. For more information, see the NICE guideline on lower limb peripheral arterial disease.

Foot complications are common in people with diabetes. It is estimated that 10% of people with diabetes will have a diabetic foot ulcer at some point in their lives. A foot ulcer can be defined as a localised injury to the skin and/or underlying tissue, below the ankle, in a person with diabetes.

Diabetes is the most common cause of non-traumatic limb amputation, with diabetic foot ulcers preceding more than 80% of amputations in people with diabetes. After a first amputation, people with diabetes are twice as likely to have a subsequent amputation as people without diabetes. Mortality rates after diabetic foot ulceration and amputation are high, with up to 70% of people dying within 5 years of having an amputation and around 50% dying within 5 years of developing a diabetic foot ulcer. This high mortality rate is believed to be associated with cardiovascular disease, and emphasises the importance of good diabetic and cardiovascular risk management. Although people of South Asian, African and African-Caribbean family origin are more at risk of diabetes,
there is no evidence that the prevalence of diabetic foot ulceration and amputation is higher in these subgroups than in the general population of people with diabetes in the UK.

Foot problems in people with diabetes have a significant financial impact on the NHS through primary care, community care, outpatient costs, increased bed occupancy and prolonged stays in hospital. A report published in 2012 by NHS Diabetes estimated that around £650 million (or £1 in every £150 the NHS spends) is spent on foot ulcers or amputations each year.

**Reasons for the update**

Despite the publication of strategies on commissioning specialist services for preventing and managing diabetic foot problems, there is variation in practice in preventing and managing diabetic foot problems across different NHS settings, and amputation rates still vary up to fourfold in the UK.

This variation in practice results from a range of factors including the different levels of organisation of care for people with diabetes and diabetic foot problems. This variability depends on geography, individual trusts, individual specialties (such as the organisation and access of the diabetic foot care services) and availability of healthcare professionals with expertise in the management of diabetic foot problems.

The implementation of foot care screening programmes is still varied across the UK, and there is currently a lack of guidance on foot screening strategies aimed at children and young people with diabetes. There is a need for a comprehensive guideline on foot care for people with diabetes that addresses all NHS settings.

**Safeguarding children**

Remember that child maltreatment:

- is common
- can present anywhere
- may co-exist with other health problems, including diabetes.

See the NICE guideline on [child maltreatment](#) for clinical features that may be associated with maltreatment.
Medicines

The guideline will assume that prescribers will use a medicine's summary of product characteristics to inform decisions made with individual patients.
Patient-centred care

This guideline offers best practice advice on the care of adults, young people and children with type 1 or type 2 diabetes with, or at risk of developing, diabetic foot problems.

Patients and healthcare professionals have rights and responsibilities as set out in the NHS Constitution for England – all NICE guidance is written to reflect these. Treatment and care should take into account individual needs and preferences. Patients should have the opportunity to make informed decisions about their care and treatment, in partnership with their healthcare professionals. If the patient is under 16, their family or carers should also be given information and support to help the child or young person to make decisions about their treatment. If it is clear that the child or young person fully understands the treatment and does not want their family or carers to be involved, they can give their own consent. Healthcare professionals should follow the Department of Health's advice on consent. If someone does not have capacity to make decisions, healthcare professionals should follow the code of practice that accompanies the Mental Capacity Act and the supplementary code of practice on deprivation of liberty safeguards.

NICE has produced guidance on the components of good patient experience in adult NHS services. All healthcare professionals should follow the recommendations in patient experience in adult NHS services.

If a young person is moving between paediatric and adult services, care should be planned and managed according to the best practice guidance described in the Department of Health's Transition: getting it right for young people.

Adult and paediatric healthcare teams should work jointly to provide assessment and services to young people. Diagnosis and management should be reviewed throughout the transition process, and there should be clarity about who is the lead clinician to ensure continuity of care.
Key priorities for implementation

The following recommendations have been identified as priorities for implementation. The full list of recommendations is in section 1.

See implementation: getting started for information about putting the recommendations on dermoscopy, managing suboptimal vitamin D levels, sentinel lymph node biopsy and completion lymphadenectomy into practice.

Care within 24 hours of a person with diabetic foot problems being admitted to hospital, or the detection of diabetic foot problems (if the person is already in hospital)

- Each hospital should have a care pathway for people with diabetic foot problems who need inpatient care. [2011]

Care across all settings

- Commissioners and service providers should ensure that the following are in place:
  - A foot protection service for preventing diabetic foot problems, and for treating and managing diabetic foot problems in the community.
  - A multidisciplinary foot care service for managing diabetic foot problems in hospital and in the community that cannot be managed by the foot protection service. This may also be known as an interdisciplinary foot care service.
  - Robust protocols and clear local pathways for the continued and integrated care of people across all settings, including emergency care and general practice. The protocols should set out the relationship between the foot protection service and the multidisciplinary foot care service.
  - Regular reviews of treatment and patient outcomes, in line with the National Diabetes Foot Care Audit.

Assessing the risk of developing a diabetic foot problem

- For adults with diabetes, assess their risk of developing a diabetic foot problem at the following times:
- When diabetes is diagnosed, and at least annually thereafter (see recommendation 1.3.11).

- If any foot problems arise.

- On any admission to hospital, and if there is any change in their status while they are in hospital.

- When examining the feet of a person with diabetes, remove their shoes, socks, bandages and dressings, and examine both feet for evidence of the following risk factors:
  - Neuropathy (use a 10 g monofilament as part of a foot sensory examination).
  - Limb ischaemia (see the NICE guideline on lower limb peripheral arterial disease).
  - Ulceration.
  - Callus.
  - Infection and/or inflammation.
  - Deformity.
  - Gangrene.
  - Charcot arthropathy.

- Assess the person’s current risk of developing a diabetic foot problem or needing an amputation using the following risk stratification:
  - Low risk:
    - no risk factors present except callus alone.
  - Moderate risk:
    - deformity or
    - neuropathy or
    - non-critical limb ischaemia.
  - High risk:
    - previous ulceration or
Diabetic foot problems

- Previous amputation or
- On renal replacement therapy or
- Neuropathy and non-critical limb ischaemia together or
- Neuropathy in combination with callus and/or deformity or
- Non-critical limb ischaemia in combination with callus and/or deformity.

- Active diabetic foot problem:
  - Ulceration or
  - Spreading infection or
  - Critical limb ischaemia or
  - Gangrene or
  - Suspicion of an acute Charcot arthropathy, or an unexplained hot, red, swollen foot with or without pain.

**Diabetic foot problems**

- If a person has a limb-threatening or life-threatening diabetic foot problem, refer them immediately to acute services and inform the multidisciplinary foot care service (according to local protocols and pathways; also see recommendation 1.2.1), so they can be assessed and an individualised treatment plan put in place. Examples of limb-threatening and life-threatening diabetic foot problems include the following:
  - Ulceration with fever or any signs of sepsis.
  - Ulceration with limb ischaemia (see the NICE guideline on lower limb peripheral arterial disease).
  - Clinical concern that there is a deep-seated soft tissue or bone infection (with or without ulceration).
  - Gangrene (with or without ulceration).

- For all other active diabetic foot problems, refer the person within 1 working day to the multidisciplinary foot care service or foot protection service (according to local protocols and pathways; also see recommendation 1.2.1) for triage within 1 further working day.
Diabetic foot infection

- All hospital, primary care and community settings should have antibiotic guidelines covering the care pathway for managing diabetic foot infections that take into account local patterns of resistance.

Charcot arthropathy

- Suspect acute Charcot arthropathy if there is redness, warmth, swelling or deformity (in particular, when the skin is intact), especially in the presence of peripheral neuropathy or renal failure. Think about acute Charcot arthropathy even when deformity is not present or pain is not reported.

- To confirm the diagnosis of acute Charcot arthropathy, refer the person within 1 working day to the multidisciplinary foot care service for triage within 1 further working day. Offer non-weight-bearing treatment until definitive treatment can be started by the multidisciplinary foot care service.
1 Recommendations

The following guidance is based on the best available evidence. The full guideline gives details of the methods and the evidence used to develop the guidance.

The wording used in the recommendations in this guideline (for example, words such as 'offer' and 'consider') denotes the certainty with which the recommendation is made (the strength of the recommendation). See about this guideline for details.

Unless stated otherwise, the recommendations apply to children, young people and adults with diabetes.

1.1 Care within 24 hours of a person with diabetic foot problems being admitted to hospital, or the detection of diabetic foot problems (if the person is already in hospital)

The recommendations in this section were originally published in the NICE guideline on the inpatient management of diabetic foot problems (NICE guideline CG119), which has been replaced by this guideline.

1.1.1 Each hospital should have a care pathway for people with diabetic foot problems who need inpatient care. [2011]

1.1.2 A named consultant should be accountable for the overall care of the person, and for ensuring that healthcare professionals provide timely care. [2011]

1.1.3 Refer the person to the multidisciplinary foot care service within 24 hours of the initial examination of the person's feet. Transfer the responsibility of care to a consultant member of the multidisciplinary foot care service if a diabetic foot problem is the dominant clinical factor for inpatient care. [2011]

1.1.4 The named consultant and the healthcare professionals from the existing team should remain accountable for the care of the person unless their care is transferred to the multidisciplinary foot care service. [2011]
1.2  Care across all settings

1.2.1 Commissioners and service providers should ensure that the following are in place:

- A foot protection service for preventing diabetic foot problems, and for treating and managing diabetic foot problems in the community.

- A multidisciplinary foot care service for managing diabetic foot problems in hospital and in the community that cannot be managed by the foot protection service. This may also be known as an interdisciplinary foot care service.

- Robust protocols and clear local pathways for the continued and integrated care of people across all settings, including emergency care and general practice. The protocols should set out the relationship between the foot protection service and the multidisciplinary foot care service.

- Regular reviews of treatment and patient outcomes, in line with the National Diabetes Foot Care Audit.

1.2.2 The foot protection service should be led by a podiatrist with specialist training in diabetic foot problems, and should have access to healthcare professionals with skills in the following areas:

- Diabetology.

- Biomechanics and orthoses.

- Wound care.

1.2.3 The multidisciplinary foot care service should be led by a named healthcare professional, and consist of specialists with skills in the following areas:

- Diabetology.

- Podiatry.

- Diabetes specialist nursing.

- Vascular surgery.

- Microbiology.
- Orthopaedic surgery.
- Biomechanics and orthoses.
- Interventional radiology.
- Casting.
- Wound care.

1.2.4 The multidisciplinary foot care service should have access to rehabilitation services, plastic surgery, psychological services and nutritional services.

1.2.5 Healthcare professionals may need to discuss, agree and make special arrangements for disabled people and people who are housebound or living in care settings, to ensure equality of access to foot care assessments and treatments for people with diabetes.

1.2.6 Take into account any disabilities, including visual impairment, when planning and delivering care for people with diabetes.

1.3 Assessing the risk of developing a diabetic foot problem

Frequency of assessments

1.3.1 For children with diabetes who are under 12 years, give them, and their family members or carers (as appropriate), basic foot care advice.

1.3.2 For young people with diabetes who are 12–17 years, the paediatric care team or the transitional care team should assess the young person's feet as part of their annual assessment, and provide information about foot care. If a diabetic foot problem is found or suspected, the paediatric care team or the transitional care team should refer the young person to an appropriate specialist.

1.3.3 For adults with diabetes, assess their risk of developing a diabetic foot problem at the following times:

- When diabetes is diagnosed, and at least annually thereafter (see recommendation 1.3.11).
• If any foot problems arise.

• On any admission to hospital, and if there is any change in their status while they are in hospital.

Assessing the risk of developing a diabetic foot problem

1.3.4 When examining the feet of a person with diabetes, remove their shoes, socks, bandages and dressings, and examine both feet for evidence of the following risk factors:

- Neuropathy (use a 10 g monofilament as part of a foot sensory examination).
- Limb ischaemia (see the NICE guideline on lower limb peripheral arterial disease).
- Ulceration.
- Callus.
- Infection and/or inflammation.
- Deformity.
- Gangrene.
- Charcot arthropathy.

1.3.5 Use ankle brachial pressure index in line with the NICE guideline on lower limb peripheral arterial disease. Interpret results carefully in people with diabetes because calcified arteries may falsely elevate results.

1.3.6 Assess the person's current risk of developing a diabetic foot problem or needing an amputation using the following risk stratification:

• Low risk:
  - no risk factors present except callus alone.

• Moderate risk:
  - deformity or
  - neuropathy or
- non-critical limb ischaemia.

- High risk:
  
  - previous ulceration or
  
  - previous amputation or
  
  - on renal replacement therapy or
  
  - neuropathy and non-critical limb ischaemia together or
  
  - neuropathy in combination with callus and/or deformity or
  
  - non-critical limb ischaemia in combination with callus and/or deformity.

- Active diabetic foot problem:
  
  - ulceration or
  
  - spreading infection or
  
  - critical limb ischaemia or
  
  - gangrene or
  
  - suspicion of an acute Charcot arthropathy, or an unexplained hot, red, swollen foot with or without pain.

Managing the risk of developing a diabetic foot problem

1.3.7 For people who are at low risk of developing a diabetic foot problem, continue to carry out annual foot assessments, emphasise the importance of foot care, and advise them that they could progress to moderate or high risk.

1.3.8 Refer people who are at moderate or high risk of developing a diabetic foot problem to the foot protection service.

1.3.9 The foot protection service should assess newly referred people as follows:

- Within 2–4 weeks for people who are at high risk of developing a diabetic foot problem.
• Within 6–8 weeks for people who are at moderate risk of developing a diabetic foot problem.

1.3.10 For people at moderate or high risk of developing a diabetic foot problem, the foot protection service should:

• Assess the feet.

• Give advice about, and provide, skin and nail care of the feet.

• Assess the biomechanical status of the feet, including the need to provide specialist footwear and orthoses.

• Assess the vascular status of the lower limbs.

• Liaise with other healthcare professionals, for example, the person's GP, about the person's diabetes management and risk of cardiovascular disease.

1.3.11 Depending on the person's risk of developing a diabetic foot problem, carry out reassessments at the following intervals:

• Annually for people who are at low risk.

• Frequently (for example, every 3–6 months) for people who are at moderate risk.

• More frequently (for example, every 1–2 months) for people who are at high risk, if there is no immediate concern.

• Very frequently (for example, every 1–2 weeks) for people who are at high risk, if there is immediate concern.

Consider more frequent reassessments for people who are at moderate or high risk, and for people who are unable to check their own feet.

1.3.12 People in hospital who are at moderate or high risk of developing a diabetic foot problem should be given a pressure redistribution device to offload heel pressure. On discharge they should be referred or notified to the foot protection service.
Patient information about the risk of developing a diabetic foot problem

1.3.13 Provide information and clear explanations to people with diabetes and/or their family members or carers (as appropriate) when diabetes is diagnosed, during assessments, and if problems arise. Information should be oral and written, and include the following:

- Basic foot care advice and the importance of foot care.
- Foot emergencies and who to contact.
- Footwear advice.
- The person's current individual risk of developing a foot problem.
- Information about diabetes and the importance of blood glucose control (also see recommendation 1.3.14).

1.3.14 For guidance on education programmes and information about diabetes, see the education and information section in type 1 diabetes in adults: diagnosis and management (NICE guideline NG17), the patient education section in type 2 diabetes in adults: management (NICE guideline NG28) and the sections education and information for children and young people with type 1 diabetes and education and information for children and young people with type 2 diabetes in diabetes (type 1 and type 2) in children and young people: diagnosis and management (NICE guideline NG18).

1.4 Diabetic foot problems

Referral

1.4.1 If a person has a limb-threatening or life-threatening diabetic foot problem, refer them immediately to acute services and inform the multidisciplinary foot care service (according to local protocols and pathways; also see recommendation 1.2.1), so they can be assessed and an individualised treatment plan put in place. Examples of limb-threatening and life-threatening diabetic foot problems include the following:

- Ulceration with fever or any signs of sepsis.
• Ulceration with limb ischaemia (see the NICE guideline on lower limb peripheral arterial disease).

• Clinical concern that there is a deep-seated soft tissue or bone infection (with or without ulceration).

• Gangrene (with or without ulceration).

1.4.2 For all other active diabetic foot problems, refer the person within 1 working day to the multidisciplinary foot care service or foot protection service (according to local protocols and pathways; also see recommendation 1.2.1) for triage within 1 further working day.

Patient information about diabetic foot problems

1.4.3 Provide information and clear explanations as part of the individualised treatment plan for people with a diabetic foot problem. Information should be oral and written, and include the following:

• A clear explanation of the person's foot problem.

• Pictures of diabetic foot problems.

• Care of the other foot and leg.

• Foot emergencies and who to contact.

• Footwear advice.

• Wound care.

• Information about diabetes and the importance of blood glucose control (also see recommendation 1.3.14).

1.4.4 If a person presents with a diabetic foot problem, take into account that they may have an undiagnosed, increased risk of cardiovascular disease that may need further investigation and treatment. For guidance on the primary prevention of cardiovascular disease, see the NICE guideline on lipid modification.
1.5 **Diabetic foot ulcer**

### Investigation

1.5.1 If a person has a diabetic foot ulcer, assess and document the size, depth and position of the ulcer.

1.5.2 Use a standardised system to document the severity of the foot ulcer, such as the SINBAD (Site, Ischaemia, Neuropathy, Bacterial Infection, Area and Depth) or the University of Texas classification system.

1.5.3 Do not use the Wagner classification system to assess the severity of a diabetic foot ulcer.

### Treatment

1.5.4 Offer 1 or more of the following as standard care for treating diabetic foot ulcers:

- Offloading.
- Control of foot infection.
- Control of ischaemia.
- Wound debridement.
- Wound dressings.

1.5.5 Offer non-removable casting to offload plantar neuropathic, non-ischaemic, uninfected forefoot and midfoot diabetic ulcers. Offer an alternative offloading device until casting can be provided.

1.5.6 In line with the NICE guideline on pressure ulcers, use pressure-redistributing devices and strategies to minimise the risk of pressure ulcers developing.

1.5.7 When treating diabetic foot ulcers, debridement in hospital should only be done by healthcare professionals from the multidisciplinary foot care service, using the technique that best matches their specialist expertise and clinical experience, the site of the diabetic foot ulcer and the person's preference.
1.5.8 When treating diabetic foot ulcers, debridement in the community should only be done by healthcare professionals with the relevant training and skills, continuing the care described in the person's treatment plan.

1.5.9 Consider negative pressure wound therapy after surgical debridement for diabetic foot ulcers, on the advice of the multidisciplinary foot care service.

1.5.10 When deciding about wound dressings and offloading when treating diabetic foot ulcers, take into account the clinical assessment of the wound and the person's preference, and use devices and dressings with the lowest acquisition cost appropriate to the clinical circumstances.

1.5.11 Consider dermal or skin substitutes as an adjunct to standard care when treating diabetic foot ulcers, only when healing has not progressed and on the advice of the multidisciplinary foot care service.

1.5.12 Do not offer the following to treat diabetic foot ulcers, unless as part of a clinical trial:

- Electrical stimulation therapy, autologous platelet-rich plasma gel, regenerative wound matrices and dalteparin.

- Growth factors (granulocyte colony-stimulating factor [G-CSF], platelet-derived growth factor [PDGF], epidermal growth factor [EGF] and transforming growth factor beta [TGF-β]).

- Hyperbaric oxygen therapy.

1.5.13 When deciding the frequency of follow-up as part of the treatment plan, take into account the overall health of the person with diabetes, how healing has progressed, and any deterioration.

1.5.14 Ensure that the frequency of monitoring set out in the person's individualised treatment plan is maintained whether the person with diabetes is being treated in hospital or in the community.
1.6 Diabetic foot infection

Investigation

1.6.1 If a diabetic foot infection is suspected and a wound is present, send a soft tissue or bone sample from the base of the debrided wound for microbiological examination. If this cannot be obtained, take a deep swab because it may provide useful information on the choice of antibiotic treatment.

1.6.2 Consider an X-ray of the person's affected foot (or feet) to determine the extent of the diabetic foot problem.

1.6.3 Think about osteomyelitis if the person with diabetes has a local infection, a deep foot wound or a chronic foot wound.

1.6.4 Be aware that osteomyelitis may be present in a person with diabetes despite normal inflammatory markers, X-rays or probe-to-bone testing.

1.6.5 If osteomyelitis is suspected in a person with diabetes but is not confirmed by initial X-ray, consider an MRI to confirm the diagnosis.

Treatment

1.6.6 All hospital, primary care and community settings should have antibiotic guidelines covering the care pathway for managing diabetic foot infections that take into account local patterns of resistance.

1.6.7 Do not offer antibiotics to prevent diabetic foot infections.

1.6.8 Start antibiotic treatment for suspected diabetic foot infection as soon as possible. Take cultures and samples before, or as close as possible to, the start of antibiotic treatment.

1.6.9 Choose the antibiotic treatment based on the severity of the diabetic foot infection, the care setting, and the person's preferences, clinical situation and medical history and, if more than 1 regimen is appropriate, select the regimen with the lowest acquisition cost.
1.6.10 Decide the targeted antibiotic regimen for diabetic foot infections based on the clinical response to antibiotics and the results of the microbiological examination.

1.6.11 Do not offer tigecycline to treat diabetic foot infections unless other antibiotics are not suitable.

1.6.12 For mild diabetic foot infections, initially offer oral antibiotics with activity against gram-positive organisms.

1.6.13 Do not use prolonged antibiotic treatment (more than 14 days) for the treatment of mild soft tissue diabetic foot infections.

1.6.14 For moderate and severe diabetic foot infections, initially offer antibiotics with activity against gram-positive and gram-negative organisms, including anaerobic bacteria, as follows:

- Moderate infections: base the route of administration on the clinical situation and the choice of antibiotic.
- Severe infections: start with intravenous antibiotics and then reassess, based on the clinical situation.

1.6.15 Offer prolonged antibiotic treatment (usually 6 weeks) to people with diabetes and osteomyelitis, according to local protocols.

### 1.7 Charcot arthropathy

#### Investigation

1.7.1 Be aware that if a person with diabetes fractures their foot or ankle, it may progress to Charcot arthropathy.

1.7.2 Suspect acute Charcot arthropathy if there is redness, warmth, swelling or deformity (in particular, when the skin is intact), especially in the presence of peripheral neuropathy or renal failure. Think about acute Charcot arthropathy even when deformity is not present or pain is not reported.
1.7.3 To confirm the diagnosis of acute Charcot arthropathy, refer the person within 1 working day to the multidisciplinary foot care service for triage within 1 further working day. Offer non-weight-bearing treatment until definitive treatment can be started by the multidisciplinary foot care service.

1.7.4 If acute Charcot arthropathy is suspected, arrange a weight-bearing X-ray of the affected foot and ankle. Consider an MRI if the X-ray is normal but Charcot arthropathy is still suspected.

**Treatment**

1.7.5 If the multidisciplinary foot care service suspects acute Charcot arthropathy, offer treatment with a non-removable offloading device. If a non-removable device is not advisable because of the clinical, or the person’s, circumstances, consider treatment with a removable offloading device.

1.7.6 Do not offer bisphosphonates to treat acute Charcot arthropathy, unless as part of a clinical trial.

1.7.7 Monitor the treatment of acute Charcot arthropathy using clinical assessment. This should include measuring foot–skin temperature difference and taking serial X-rays until the acute Charcot arthropathy resolves. Acute Charcot arthropathy is likely to resolve when there is a sustained temperature difference of less than 2 degrees between both feet and when X-ray changes show no further progression.

1.7.8 People who have a foot deformity that may be the result of a previous Charcot arthropathy are at high risk of ulceration and should be cared for by the foot protection service.
2 Research recommendations

The Guideline Development Group has made the following recommendations for research, based on its review of evidence, to improve NICE guidance and patient care in the future. The Guideline Development Group's full set of research recommendations is detailed in the full guideline.

2.1 Intensive monitoring for people at risk of diabetic foot problems

Does intensive monitoring of people at risk of diabetic foot disease reduce the morbidity associated with developing the disease and is such monitoring cost effective?

Why this is important

The evidence surrounding different monitoring frequencies for those at risk of diabetic foot problems was limited. It is proposed that a randomised controlled trial or cohort study is undertaken to explore this question. The proposed study would monitor and evaluate the rates of foot ulcer or infection resulting from diabetes, rates and extent of amputation (major or minor), health-related quality of life, adverse events and hospital admission rates and length of stay as a result of different monitoring frequencies.

2.2 Referral criteria for the foot protection service and the multidisciplinary foot care service

When and with what criteria should people with diabetes be referred to the foot protection service or the multidisciplinary foot care service?

Why this is important

The evidence surrounding different referral criteria for those at risk of, or who have developed diabetic foot problems was limited. It is proposed that a prospective cohort study is undertaken to explore this question. The proposed study would monitor and evaluate the rates (and recurrent rates) of foot ulceration, infection and gangrene resulting from diabetes, resource use and costs (including referral rates), rates of hospital admission for foot problems resulting from diabetes, length of hospital stay, and the health-related quality of life as a result of different referral criteria to these teams.
2.3  **Education and psycho-behavioural interventions for prevention**

What is the role of educational models and psycho-behavioural interventions in prevention of diabetic foot complications?

**Why this is important**

The evidence surrounding the role of educational measures for those at risk of diabetic foot problems was limited and inconclusive. It is proposed that new interventions are developed that target psychological and behavioural factors. The proposed study would monitor and evaluate the rates (and recurrent rates) of foot ulceration, infection and gangrene resulting from diabetes, rates and extent of amputation, rates of hospital admission for foot problems resulting from diabetes, length of hospital stay, and resource use and cost as a result of applying these interventions.

2.4  **Prevention strategies for Charcot arthropathy**

What strategies may be useful in the prevention of Charcot arthropathy?

**Why this is important**

The evidence surrounding Charcot arthropathy was limited and of low quality. It is proposed that a prospective cohort study is undertaken to explore this question. The proposed study would monitor and evaluate the rates of Charcot arthropathy resulting from diabetes, rates and extent of amputation (major or minor), rates and extent of deformity, health-related quality of life, and hospital admission rates following strategies for the prevention of Charcot arthropathy or its sequelae.

2.5  **Diabetic ulcer dressings**

What is the clinical effectiveness of different dressing types in treating diabetic foot problems?

**Why this is important**

The evidence surrounding different dressing types for diabetic foot ulcer was often limited or inconclusive. It is proposed that more randomised controlled trials are undertaken to explore this question, but alternative methodologies may also be considered in the case of treating a complex wound. The proposed study would monitor and evaluate the cure rates of foot ulcer resulting from diabetes, rates and extent of amputation (major or minor), health-related quality of life, adverse events and hospital admission rates and length of stay.
3 Other information

3.1 Scope and how this guideline was developed

NICE guidelines are developed in accordance with a scope that defines what the guideline will and will not cover.

How this guideline was developed

NICE commissioned the Internal Clinical Guidelines team to develop this guideline. The team established a Guideline Development Group (see section 4), which reviewed the evidence and developed the recommendations.

The methods and processes for developing NICE clinical guidelines are described in the guidelines manual.

3.2 Related NICE guidance

Details are correct at the time of publication of the guideline (August 2015). Further information is available on the NICE website.
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Implementation: getting started

This section highlights 3 areas of the diabetic foot problems guideline that could have a big impact on practice and be challenging to implement, along with the reasons why change is happening in these areas (given in the box at the start of each area). We identified these with the help of stakeholders and GDG members (see section 9.4 of the manual).

The challenge: competently undertaking routine assessments to determine the risk of diabetic foot problems developing

See recommendations 1.3.3–1.3.7.

Ensuring that all assessments and, where necessary, referrals to foot care services, are undertaken by skilled and trained healthcare professionals will reduce the risk of complications associated with diabetic foot problems (such as ulceration, infection, amputation and death) and their associated costs.

Ensuring that staff are competent in carrying out routine foot assessment for people with diabetes

It is important that healthcare professionals responsible for undertaking routine assessments to determine a person's risk of diabetic foot problems have the skills and knowledge to meet the requirements for examining people's feet and take the recommended actions described (see recommendation 1.3.4). This may be particularly challenging for healthcare professionals working in general practice who are responsible for caring for people with a wide variety of conditions and who therefore may not have expertise in this area.

To do this, managers of services responsible for carrying out routine annual foot assessments could:

- Increase staff awareness of locally available diabetic foot problems services, by making links to:
  - Foot protection service.
  - Multidisciplinary foot care service.
  - Other practices carrying out routine annual foot assessments.
Support staff to develop and maintain the necessary skills. This could include regular training events with the local diabetic foot problems service.

To do this, commissioners could:

- Review their incentive systems for annual diabetic reviews to support staff to carry out foot assessments in line with the recommendations, and to take appropriate actions with the results.
- Establish an 'integrated interdisciplinary foot care service' for people with diabetes, incorporating the foot protection service and multidisciplinary foot care service, in order to support the skills of those carrying out routine assessments.
- Use service specifications to ensure that assessments are standardised across all the integrated services.

The challenge: establishing a foot protection service

See recommendations 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.3.8–1.3.12, 1.4.2, 1.7.8.

Improved patient outcomes (such as reduced rates of foot ulceration, infection, gangrene, hospital admissions, amputation and length of hospital stay) and significant cost savings are likely to be achieved in the long term across all care settings where there is access to a foot protection service or multidisciplinary foot care service.

Ensuring healthcare professionals have the appropriate skills and competencies to deliver the foot protection service:

It may be challenging to ensure that staff in the foot protection service have the necessary skills and competencies because:

- Staff working in some foot protection services may need extra training if the remit of their current foot protection service differs from what is recommended in this guideline.
- Complex, active foot problems are managed by the multidisciplinary foot care service, therefore staff in the foot protection service may find it challenging to maintain their skills and competency in assessing and triaging more complex cases.
- It could be difficult to recruit and retain skilled podiatrists to lead this service at this level.
To do this, lead podiatrists and managers of foot protection services could:

- Invest in long-term development of podiatrists with the relevant skills and competencies by:
  - providing learning placements and opportunities to undergraduate and postgraduate podiatrists
  - liaising with the multidisciplinary foot care service to establish a programme of secondments and rotational placements for qualified podiatrists between services.

What could commissioners do to help?

- Support members of the multidisciplinary foot care service to be flexible, and provide access to their skills for the foot protection service. This would promote shared learning and training, and increase service capacity.

Ensuring timely access to the service for eligible patients

Achieving the recommended timeframes for triaging, assessing and reassessing people with diabetes may be a change to current practice for some areas (see recommendations 1.3.9, 1.3.11 and 1.4.2) and may increase demand on capacity.

To do this, lead podiatrists and managers of the foot protection services could:

- Review people under the care of the (diabetic) foot protection service and ensure that they meet the criteria identified within this guideline. See the QIPP example podiatry education to empower patients to self-care.

- Use the NICE costing report and template to develop a business case for local commissioners to secure support for development or enhancement of a foot protection service with capacity to meet demand.

What can commissioners do to help?

- Be flexible with resources when establishing a foot protection service to maximise patient access to healthcare professionals with skills in diabetology, biomechanics, orthoses and wound care when clinically required.

- Ensure that service specifications about which patients should be cared for within this service meet those recommended in this guideline.
Consider creating an integrated interdisciplinary foot care service that starts at the point of diagnosis of diabetes and continues indefinitely. This will streamline the service and allow for rapid referrals, fewer delays and better communication. Service specifications could be used to develop robust protocols and local pathways clearly defining the relationships between services.

The challenge: establishing a multidisciplinary foot care service, which consists of specialists with skills in the recommended areas

See recommendations 1.1.3, 1.2.1, 1.2.3, 1.4.1, 1.4.2.

The presence of multidisciplinary care with a well-designed team reduces rates of amputation and the length of hospital stay.

A culture of sharing of information, skills and abilities will be created by integrating the multidisciplinary foot care service with other services responsible for caring for people at risk of, or with, diabetic foot problems. This could lead to people with diabetes becoming better informed, having faster access to treatment, and fewer mistakes being made.

Ensuring that people with diabetic foot problems have access to the multidisciplinary foot care service

There are variations in availability and access to this service across the country. Centralisation of vascular services may mean that some hospitals do not have on-site access to vascular specialists.

To do this hospital managers and the named healthcare professional could:

- Work creatively to provide a flexible approach that focuses on core membership and achieving access to services when clinically needed, for example, through a network or vascular hub. One idea could be a weekly multidisciplinary foot care service meeting where members of the surgical and radiological teams are present.

- Use the NICE costing report and template to develop a business case for trust senior management and local commissioners to secure support for establishing or developing the multidisciplinary foot care service. This should include recognition that likely savings will be to the wider health economy.

To do this, commissioners could:
• Support the development of a multidisciplinary foot care service through commissioning arrangements. Ensuring access to high-quality vascular services and support from those services will be an important part of this.

• Use service specification to support integration of the multidisciplinary foot care service with the foot protection team and services responsible for the routine annual assessment of the risk of diabetic foot problems.
Need more help?

Further resources are available from NICE to support implementation of this guideline.

- **The National Diabetes Audit** is a major national clinical audit that measures the effectiveness of diabetes healthcare against NICE Clinical Guidelines and NICE Quality Standards in England and Wales. Within the overarching audit there are sub audits. The following are particularly relevant to diabetic foot problems:
  - The **National Diabetes Core Audit** collates data about foot examinations.
  - The **National Diabetes Foot Care Audit** allows all diabetes foot care services to measure their performance against NICE Clinical Guidelines and peer units, and to monitor adverse outcomes for people with diabetes who develop diabetic foot disease.

- A Clinical Knowledge Summary for assessing and managing diabetic foot problems in type 2 diabetes (Scenario: Managing foot problems) is currently being updated.

- NICE produces indicators annually for use in the Quality and Outcomes Framework for the UK. The process for this and the NICE menu are available.

- NICE uptake data about guideline recommendations and quality standard measures are available on the NICE website.
Changes after publication

January 2016: Recommendation 1.3.6 has been updated to clarify the risk factors for and stratification of risk of developing a diabetic foot problem.

December 2015: Recommendation 1.3.14 and related NICE guidance section amended to refer to updated NICE guideline on type 2 diabetes in adults.
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Strength of recommendations

Some recommendations can be made with more certainty than others. The Guideline Development Group makes a recommendation based on the trade-off between the benefits and harms of an intervention, taking into account the quality of the underpinning evidence. For some interventions, the Guideline Development Group is confident that, given the information it has looked at, most patients would choose the intervention. The wording used in the recommendations in this guideline denotes the certainty with which the recommendation is made (the strength of the recommendation).

For all recommendations, NICE expects that there is discussion with the patient about the risks and benefits of the interventions, and their values and preferences. This discussion aims to help them to reach a fully informed decision (see also patient-centred care).

Interventions that must (or must not) be used

We usually use 'must' or 'must not' only if there is a legal duty to apply the recommendation. Occasionaly we use 'must' (or 'must not') if the consequences of not following the recommendation could be extremely serious or potentially life threatening.

Interventions that should (or should not) be used – a 'strong' recommendation

We use 'offer' (and similar words such as 'refer' or 'advise') when we are confident that, for the vast majority of patients, an intervention will do more good than harm, and be cost effective. We use similar forms of words (for example, 'Do not offer...') when we are confident that an intervention will not be of benefit for most patients.

Interventions that could be used

We use 'consider' when we are confident that an intervention will do more good than harm for most patients, and be cost effective, but other options may be similarly cost effective. The choice of intervention, and whether or not to have the intervention at all, is more likely to depend on the patient’s values and preferences than for a strong recommendation, and so the healthcare professional should spend more time considering and discussing the options with the patient.

Recommendation wording in guideline updates
NICE began using this approach to denote the strength of recommendations in guidelines that started development after publication of the 2009 version of the guidelines manual (January 2009).

Other versions of this guideline

The full guideline, diabetic foot problems: prevention and management, contains details of the methods and evidence used to develop the guideline. It is published by the Internal Clinical Guidelines Programme.

The recommendations from this guideline have been incorporated into a NICE pathway.

We have produced information for the public about this guideline.

Implementation

Implementation tools and resources to help you put the guideline into practice are also available.

Your responsibility

This guidance represents the view of NICE, which was arrived at after careful consideration of the evidence available. Healthcare professionals are expected to take it fully into account when exercising their clinical judgement. However, the guidance does not override the individual responsibility of healthcare professionals to make decisions appropriate to the circumstances of the individual patient, in consultation with the patient and/or guardian or carer, and informed by the summaries of product characteristics of any drugs.
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